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Abstract
Observations exploring the contemporary cosmic acceleration have sparked
interest in dark energy models possessing equations of state with w < −1.
We review how the cosmic expansion history of a Dvali–Gabadadze–Porrati
(DGP) braneworld model with a standard brane cosmological constant can
mimic that of ordinary 4–dimensional gravity with w < −1 “phantom” dark
energy for observationally relevant redshifts. We reinterpret the effective
phantom nature of the dark energy as arising from dynamical-screening of
the brane cosmological constant in DGP. This unusual variety of expansion
history is thus possible without violating the null-energy condition, without
ghosts and without any big rip, in a model which seems no more contrived
than most evolving dark energy models. We indicate ways by which one may
observationally test this effective w < −1 possibility, and differentiate it from
“ordinary” phantom dark-energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of a contemporary cosmic acceleration [1,2] is one of the most profound
scientific observations of the 20th century. The conventional explanation is some unknown
smooth dark energy component that possesses a sufficiently negative pressure. Then, the
Friedmann equation for a spatially flat Universe becomes
H2 =
8piG
3
(ρM + ρDE) , (1.1)
the dark energy has an equation of state w, where
ρDE(t) = ρ
0
DEa
−3(1+w) . (1.2)
The quantity a(t) is the scale factor of the Universe. Dark energy composed of just a
cosmological constant (w = −1) is fully consistent with existing observational data. How-
ever, that same data also suggests that if one is guided solely by the expansion history of
the universe, w < −1 remains a viable possibility, and is slightly favored [3] (though with
little statistical significance).
Regardless of the strength of this inference, w < −1 remains a logical and intriguing
possibility. Many attempts have been made to find dark energy models that allow so-called
phantom dark energy: dark energy with w < −1 [4–11]. Recently, Carroll, De Felice and
Trodden [12] articulated the possibility that Friedmann equation Eq. (1.1) does not describe
nature and that one may obtain a weff < −1 through a modification of the Friedmann
equation rather than through an unusual (and often pathological) form of dark energy.
They restricted their approach to Brans–Dicke–type theories and found “that only highly
contrived models would lead observers to measure w < −1.”
Nevertheless, it is already known how one may achieve this goal within the context
of modified-gravity theories. Several years ago, Sahni and Shtanov pointed out how to
reproduce weff < −1 cosmologies [13] in the well-studied Dvali, Gabadadze and Porrati
(DGP) braneworld theory [14–16] using the governing cosmological equations first developed
by Deffayet [17]. This braneworld model is a complete theory, contains only matter satisfying
the null-energy condition, exhibits no ghosts in the classical field theory, avoids a future big
rip and requires no contrived system parameters.1 In this note, we review the features of
this braneworld model, taking a somewhat different approach for instructive purposes. We
then discuss signatures by which one may identify this weff < −1 possibility observationally
and distinguish it from “ordinary” phantom dark energy.
1There is currently a debate regarding quantum strong coupling in this theory [18]. While this
subject remains an important issue to resolve, it has no bearing on the present context where we
are solely concerned with classical field evolution.
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II. SCREENING OF THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT
The DGP model is a 5-dimensional braneworld with modified gravity and thus a modified
Friedmann equation [17]. Until now, phenomenological emphasis has been put on the pos-
sibility in this model of “self-acceleration” – acceleration with no negative-pressure energy-
momentum component. Observationally, this leads to weff > −1, and this self-accelerating
model has been studied extensively [17,19–24]. However, there is another cosmological phase
besides the self-acceleration one [17]. If one allows the most trivial negative-pressure energy-
momentum component (a cosmological constant) then one can have weff < −1 [13]. We will
rely on well-known governing equations already set out in the DGP literature, and will
liberally appeal to that literature for details.
We invoke the following scenario: ordinary particles and fields, other than the graviton,
are confined to a three-dimensional brane hypersurface embedded in a five-dimensional,
infinite-volume Minkowski bulk [14]. The bulk is empty; all energy-momentum is isolated
on the brane. The graviton is metastable on the brane. The action is [14]:
S(5) = − 1
16pi
M3
∫
d5x
√−g R +
∫
d4x
√
−g(4) Lm . (2.1)
M is the fundamental five-dimensional Planck scale. The first term in S(5) is the Einstein-
Hilbert action in five dimensions for a five-dimensional metric gAB (bulk metric) with Ricci
scalar R and determinant g. The metric g(4)µν is the induced (four-dimensional) metric on
the brane, and g(4) is its determinant. An intrinsic curvature term is added to the brane
action [14]:
− 1
16pi
M2P
∫
d4x
√
−g(4) R(4) . (2.2)
Here, MP is the observed four-dimensional Planck scale (see [14–16] for details). Equa-
tion (2.2) is the Einstein-Hilbert action for the induced brane metric g(4)µν , R
(4) being its
scalar curvature.
Gravity in this model appears four-dimensional Einstein at short distances, while at
larger distances, gravity evaporates into the bulk and is able to “probe” the extra dimension.
The scale that governs that crossover is
r0 =
M2P
2M3
. (2.3)
The cosmology on the brane for a spatially-flat brane Universe follows Deffayet’s modified
Friedmann equation [17]
H2 ± H
r0
=
8piG
3
ρ(t) , (2.4)
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where H(t) = a˙/a is the Hubble parameter. The quantity ρ(t) is the density of all energy
momentum on the brane. The two choices of sign represent two distinct cosmological phases.
The celebrated self-accelerating phase [17,19–21] corresponds to the lower sign, while we refer
to the upper sign as the Minkowski cosmological phase. A natural geometric interpretation
exists for both phases [17,25], but here we focus on the Minkowski phase. The key to this
phase is that the brane is extrinsically curved in such a way that shortcuts through the
bulk allow gravity to screen the effects of the brane energy-momentum contents at Hubble
parameters H ∼ r−10 . This is not the case for the self-accelerating phase.
Take the observed Universe (which is our brane) to have a homogeneous distribution of
pressureless matter as well as a cosmological constant. Then,
H2 +
H
r0
=
8piG
3
ρM(t) + λ . (2.5)
One may infer an effective dark energy component, c.f. Eq. (1.1), of the form
8piG
3
ρeffDE = λ−
H
r0
. (2.6)
Since H(t) is a decreasing function of time, this effective dark energy component is increasing
with time, the hallmark of a weff < −1 component. Indeed, one can easily define a weff using
Eq. (1.1) and see that during the epoch when dark energy dominates, weff < −1. The second
term in Eq. (2.6) is the effect of gravitational screening of the cosmological constant. As the
universe evolves, that screening becomes increasingly ineffective and the effective dark-energy
density appears to increase. The degree to which this effective dark-energy component grows
with time is modulated by r0 and in the limit r0 → ∞, we recover the standard ΛCDM
cosmology. For any value of r0, weff → −1 with time and a pure cosmological-constant
Universe is restored in the distant future.2
III. EXPANSION HISTORY
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) imply that the cosmic expansion history does not strictly
follow that for a conventional constant-w dark energy model. The precise time evolution
of the Hubble parameter for this screened-cosmological-constant DGP may be determined
explicitly from Eq. (2.5). Rewriting H(t) in terms of more phenomenological quantities, we
have
2In the past, when ρM dominates, the definition for weff breaks down, particularly when ρ
eff
DE = 0.
This anomaly is an artifact of the definition: the evolution ofH(t) remains well-behaved throughout
time.
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FIG. 1. dwL(z)/d
ΛCDM
L (z) and d
λDGP
L (z)/d
ΛCDM
L (z) for a variety of models. The reference
model is the best-fit flat ΛCDM, with Ω0M = 0.27. The dotted curves are for the constant-w models
with (ΩwM ,w) = (0.28,−1.02),(0.294,−1.05), and (0.316,−1.1) from top to bottom. The quantity
ΩwM is chosen to match the ΛCDM model at low–z for a given w. The solid curves are for the
screened-cosmological-constant DGP models with (ΩλDGPM , r0H0) = (0.292, 5.9),(0.34, 1.83), and
(0.42, 0.86) from top to bottom where the parameters were chosen to best mimic the corresponding
w–models.
H(z)
H0
=
1
2

− 1
r0H0
+
√(
2 +
1
r0H0
)2
+ 4Ω0M ((1 + z)
3 − 1)

 , (3.1)
where the redshift, z, today’s Hubble parameter, H0, and Ω
0
M = 8piGρ
0
M/3H
2
0 are all defined
in the usual way. Given H0, there are two dimensionless parameters that may be adjusted
phenomenologically: Ω0M and r0H0. This is similar to the conventional dark-energy picture,
Eq. (1.1), which also has two phenomenological parameters: Ω0M and w.
When comparing the expansion histories a(t) of specific examples of screened-
cosmological-constant DGP models (λDGP) with examples of constant-w dark-energy mod-
els, we refer to the ΩM–parameter of the first as Ω
λDGP
M and the second as Ω
w
M . For models
with closely corresponding histories, these will not be the same. The luminosity-distance
takes the standard form in spatially flat cosmologies:
dλDGPL (z) = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz
H(z)
, (3.2)
using Eq. (3.1). In Fig. 1, we compare this distance with the luminosity distance for a
constant-w dark-energy model
dwL(z) = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
H−10 dz√
ΩwM(1 + z)
3 + (1− ΩwM)(1 + z)3(1+w)
, (3.3)
both normalized to the best-fit ΛCDM model. Figure 1 demonstrates that while the ex-
pansion histories of the currently considered model and constant-w dark-energy models are
not identical, they are for all practical purposes indistinguishable using luminosity-distance
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data. One should not put too much weight onto the particular values of ΩλDGPM in Fig. 1 as
we should be more interested in having this λDGP model best match the data, rather than
some w dark-energy cosmology. For a more thorough analysis of best-fit parameters of this
model, see Alam and Sahni [26].
IV. OBSERVATIONAL SIGNATURES
Up until now, we have reviewed what exists in the literature (though presented in a
slightly different way) but, for whatever reason, remains largely unappreciated by the cos-
mology community. However, we can now ask important questions about observational
constraints of this λDGP model, and in particular how one may differentiate this modified-
gravity model from dark-energy models that may mimic the same cosmic expansion history.
The major tests of this theory come from constraints on the modification of the gravi-
tational force law. Because this model is in the class of more general DGP models, it does
not suffer from the same constraints as found for Brans–Dicke theories of gravity. Extra
scalar degrees of freedom are suppressed at distance scales much shorter than r0 ∼ H−10 ,
thus we expect current observational constraints on the form of gravity are not spoiled (see
the discussion in [27–30,22,23]).
Generalizing the analysis found in Refs. [22,24] we may ascertain the modification of the
Schwarzschild metric for a spherically symmetric source for any background cosmology. The
metric on the brane
ds2 = g00dt
2 − grrdr2 − r2dΩ . (4.1)
For a cosmological background with arbitrary evolution H(t), we find that
rg′00(t, r)|brane =
Rg
r
[1 + ∆(r)]− 2(H2 + H˙)r2 (4.2)
grr(t, r)|brane = 1 + Rg
r
[1−∆(r)] +H2r2 , (4.3)
where dot now denotes differentiation with respect to t and prime denotes differentiation
with respect to r. Note that the cosmological background contribution is included in these
metric components. The quantity Rg is defined as
Rg(r) = 8piG
∫ r
0
drr2 δρ(r) , (4.4)
where δρ(r) is density of matter in excess of the background cosmological density; ∆(r) is
defined as
∆(r) =
3βr3
4r20Rg


√√√√1 + 8r20Rg
9β2r3
− 1

 ; (4.5)
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and
β = 1± 2r0H
(
1 +
H˙
3H2
)
. (4.6)
Just as for the modified Friedmann equation, Eq. (2.4), there is a sign degeneracy in Eq. (4.6).
The lower sign corresponds to the self-accelerating cosmologies. For the cosmological phase
in which we are interested (λDGP), we take the upper (positive) sign.3
A. Solar system
For solar system measurements, one may take a limit in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) where
r3 ≪ r20Rg. Then, there are only small corrections to the usual Schwarzschild metric. To
leading-order, the immediate consequence of this modification of the Schwarzschild metric
is that all orbiting bodies suffer a universal anomalous precession of [22]
d
dt
∆φ = − 3
8r0
. (4.7)
If r0H0 = 1, then the precession rate is about 3 µas/year. Note that this rate is independent
of the source mass and only depends on the distance scale r0 which characterizes the scale
at which bulk effect manifest themselves in the Universe. Current solar system constraints
are around 10 µas/year, and improvements can be expected over the next decade [22,23].
It is intriguing that one may gain insight into physics on the largest of cosmological scales
from local tests of gravity within our solar system.
B. Large scale structure
One may now also invoke tests from large scale structure. For linear perturbations,
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) yield a metric for a linearized scalar-tensor theory with Brans–Dicke
parameter
ω =
3
2
(β − 1) . (4.8)
Note this is only true for weak, linear perturbations around the cosmological background,
and that for solar-system tests one must refer to the previous subsection. However, for the
linear growth of structure, this is perfectly adequate. Nonrelativistic matter perturbations
with δ(t) = δρ/ρ evolve via
3There may be evidence of alternative nonperturbative phases of compact matter sources [31].
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δ¨ + 2Hδ˙ = 4piGρ
(
1 +
1
3β
)
δ , (4.9)
implying the effect of λDGP on linear matter pertubations is that self-attraction of over-
densities is governed by an evolving Geff :
Geff = G
[
1 +
1
3β
]
. (4.10)
This effective Newton’s constant runs from G at early times to values larger than G as
redshift z → 0. This mild strengthening of the self-attraction of density perturbations will
increase perturbation growth, even beyond that one would expect from that from a dark
energy model that mimics the same cosmic expansion history.
For example, by numerically evolving Eq. (4.9), one finds for the corresponding pa-
rameters (ΩλDGPM , r0H0) = (0.3, 3.77), (0.35, 1.41) and (0.4, 0.870), we get anomalously high
growth of λDGP (beyond that one would get for a dark-energy model with the same cosmic
expansion history) of 1.5%, 4.6% and 9.3%, respectively. This discrepancy of linear growth
is roughly proportional to 1−weff and provides an intriguing handle by which to differentiate
between this modified-gravity scenario and corresponding dark-energy ones.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We illustrate in this note how one may mimic a w < −1 dark-energy cosmology using
just a brane cosmological constant in DGP in the Minkowski cosmological phase. The effect
of this braneworld scenario is that leakage of gravity off the brane at late times screens
the effect of the cosmological constant. This screening attenuates with time, yielding a
dark-energy density that appears to grow as the universe evolves, thus providing a cosmic
evolution with weff < −1. There are no currently catastrophic observational constraints on
this model, though data in the near future may provide some intriguing tests. There may
be an important roll for modified gravity to play in understanding the details of what drives
today’s cosmic acceleration.
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